
CLASS: SS1   TEACHER: MR. NJOKU D.C      SUBJECT: PHYSICS 
TOPIC: ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE: 
There are three States of matter; Solid, Liquid and Gas. The cohesive forces ie intermolecular forces between solid 
molecules are very strong. Hence, solid maintain their shape and volume even when external forces act on them. 
However, some solids change shape and size when there is external pressure on them but regain back their shape 
and size as soon as such forces are removed. A solid that regains it's shape and size after the force causing it's 
distortion (deformation) is removed is called an elastic material. 
This " an elastic material is one that regains it's original shape and size after the distorting force has been 
removed" while the ability of a material to regain it's original shape and size after being distorted by an external 
force is termed Elasticity. 
HOOKE'S LAW: 
Whenever a force is applied to an elastic spring or string, it's length increases. If the force is doubled, the length 
increase is doubled also. This is always true within the elastic limit. This phenomenon was first discovered by Mr. 
Hooke. He found out that the applied force (F) varies directly as the extension (e), provided the elastic limit is not 
exceeded. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
It states that provided the elastic limit of an elastic material is not exceeded, the extension (e) varies directly to 
the load (L) or applied force (F) ie 
F  e and F= ke 
Where F = applied force in Newton 
 e = extension (compression) in Metres 
k = constant of proportionality in the case called the stiffness or spring or elastic constant. 
Student Activity 1: To verify Hooke's law and find the elastic constant of the material. 
Procedure: 



1. Get a spiral spring from the school lab, buy or make one yourself by wrapping about 2m of an iron or thin 
bronze wire closely around a biro/pen. 
2. Fix one end to a rigid support and attach a scale pan at the other end. 
3. Fix a pointer (needle or office pin) to the spring with plasticine or chewing gum. Make sure it is horizontal. 
4. Note the initial pointer reading on the metre rule and call it l0. 
5. Add weights to the scale pan in equal steps of 20g. If you don't have standard masses, use one spoonful of sand 
each time. Record the new pointer reading in each case. 
6. Tabulate your readings as shown below:- 

TABLE OF OBSERVATIONS 
Make a table of values and collect the values of the required variables 
7. Plot the graph of extension against load, starting both axes from the origin. 
8. Determine the slope of your graph. 
TOPIC 2: WORK DONE IN SPRINGS & ELASTIC STRINGS. 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE 

A. Hooke's Law remains valid within the elastic limit. The Elastic Limit is the maximum force beyond which 
the stretched spring does not return to it's original shape/ length, when the stretching force is removed. 
This implies that beyond the elastic limit, the material looses it's elasticity. See illustration from the note:- 

           
OE = Elastic Region. This is the region from O to E. Hooke's Law is best between OP and holds up to E, the elastic 
limit.  EB = Plastic Region. In this region, Hooke's Law does not hold. Namely, the material looses it's elasticity 
permanently and becomes plastic. 
Yield Point (Y) is the point beyond the elastic limit in which the material seizes to be elastic but becomes plastic. It 
is always indicated by rapid increase in extension for a small force applied. 
B. TERMS 
1. TENSILE STRESS OR STRESS: This is defined as force per unit area. i.e Stress = F/A 
2. TENSILE STRAIN OR STRAIN: This is defined as extension per original length                        i.e Strain = e/l 
3. YOUNG'S MODULES:  
This is the ratio of stress to strain. It is denoted by Y and the S.I unit is Nm-2. i.e Y = Stress/Strain. 
But Stress = F/A and Strain = e/l 



Y = F/A ÷ e/l   i.e  Y = Fl/Ae 
Note that Hooke's Law can be restated thus "Stress is directly proportional to Strain, provided the elastic limit is 
not exceeded. 
 C. WORK DONE IN SPRING/ELASTIC MATERIALS: 
By definition, work is the product of force and displacement i.e W = F×d. However, for elastic materials, the force 
distribution is not equal. Hence we use average force (F/2). Thus work done in an elastic material is the product of 
the average force and displacement/extension.                i.e W = F.e/2 
But F = ke 
W = ke.e/2 
W = ke2/2 
Example 1: A spring is stretched 40mm by a force of 150N. Find the work done? 
Solution: 
e = 0.04m 
F = 150N 
W = Fe/2 
    = ke2/2 
i.e W = 150(0.04)/2 
   = 75(0.04) 
W = 3j 
 
2. A string is compressed by 20cm. Find the energy stored if the stiffness is 400Nm-1? 
Solution: 
k = 400Nm-1 
e = 20cm or 0.2m 
W = ke2/2 
  = 400(0.2)2/2 
W = 200(0.04) 
    = 8j 
EVALUATION: 
1. Distinguish between Tensile Stress and Tensile Strain. 
2. Explain the term Yield Point for an elastic material. 
3. A load of 100N stretched a spring by 25cm. Determine; 
a. The spring constant and 
b. The work done by the spring. 
TOPIC: CRYSTAL STRUCTURES 
INSTRUCTIONAL PROCEDURE: 
Introduction: Solids are divided into two classes:- Crystalline and Non-crystalline. 



1. CRYSTALLINE SOLIDS OR CRYSTALS:- This refers to any solid whose particles, atoms or molecules are arranged 
in a regular repeating pattern or lattice. 
Note: Crystal is the name given to the small particles that make up the crystalline substance. One major 
distinction between crystalline and Amorphous substances is in their structures. Crystalline Structures repeat over 
and over again in all directions (x,y,z), while Amorphous Particles are jumbled and disorganized as they move 
about. Crystals are soluble in water while Amorphous is not. 
         
 
 
 
STRUCTURES OF CRYSTALLINE SUBSTANCES:  
Crystal Structures are subdivided into three:- 
a. Simple Cubic Crystal 
b. Face Centred Crystal and 
c. Body Centred Crystal/lattice. 
In simple Cubic Lattice, the atoms or molecules are placed at the corners of imaginary cube placed side by side, up 
& down, like building blocks. Each atom has six immediate neighbors. Eg: Nacl ie Sodium Chloride Crystal. See fig 1 
below. 
Note: Unit Cell is the simplest basic unit or building block of any lattice. Every Crystalline Substance comprise of 
many unit cells organized in a definite pattern. 
In the Face Centred Cubic Crystal, the unit cell has identical particles at each of the corners plus another in the 
centre of each face. Examples include; Copper, Silver, Aluminum, Lead etc. See Fig. 2  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the Body Centred Cubic Crystal, the unit cell has identical particles at each corner plus one in the centre of the 
cell. Eg: Chromium, Iron, Platinum, Salts etc. See fig. 3 below; 
               N/B: Crystalline solids melt and boil at definite temperatures. See fig. 4 
Heating Curve for Crystalline Substances. 
NOTE:  
OA = Solid State of Crystal 
AB = Solid Changing to Liquid 
BC = Liquid State 
CD = Liquid Changing to Gas. 
2. NON-CRYSTALLINE OR AMORPHOUS SUBSTANCES: 
The word Amorphous means without form. Non-crystalline substances lack the regular arrangement of particles 
or atoms or molecules. They do not form crystals.Amorphous Solids usually consists of long, chain like molecules 
which are interwined in the liquid state like earthworms. See fig. 5 below; 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Amorphous substances behave oddly when they are cooled and they are not soluble in water. It can be regarded 
as a supercooled liquid not a solid. This is because the molecules cannot be untangled (seperated). It also softens 
gradually when heated. None of them has a definite melting point. See fig. 6 below; 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EVALUATION: 
1. Mention three types of Crystal Structures and give one example of each. 
2. Distinguish between Crystalline Solids and Amorphous Solids? 
 
 


